PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

A Vindication of “Hong Kong Kids”
Post-90s, being stereotyped as naïve and ignorant, are recently entitled “Hong Kong kids”, and are
perceived by the public as “kids” not having goals or ideas of one’s own. But we post-90s say the
opposite. Indeed, we are going to grasp every chance to counter all the unfair labels, and to prove
that yes we post-90s have our own goals and faith.
ThinkSeries competitions 2010 (Snapshot, Video, Lyrics) granted post-90s the chance to make our
vindication of “Hong Kong Kids” come true. Especially when FAITH is the competition theme this year,
youngsters are encouraged to achieve their goals, demonstrate global perspectives, and most
importantly, carry on their faith in what they believe would make a better world through the
competitions.

From 3 to all
To further illustrate the faith we leaders-of-tomorrow have towards what we believe, 3 post-90s being
active in different fields, namely music, social service and sports, have been invited to an interview. It’s
hoped that through their sharing of experiences and attitudes towards faith, every post-90s could be
inspired and put their faith into action in the same way.
"Never underestimate your ability"

Rosa Lee
St Francis' Canossian College
ThinkSeries Leader 2010
CASH Song Writers Quest 2008
1st Runner-up

“When I’m about to lose faith in serving, I’ll ask
myself this question: If all social workers give up
right away when confronted by hardship and
challenges, who is going to help those in need?
That’s how I get back on my feet.”

Ian Yau
Yew Chung International School ( Hong Kong)
Service director of
Joint School Volunteers' Association

“No matter what, believe in yourself.”

Suen Yui Chi
Champion in Floor gymnastics
18th Singapore Gymnastics Invitational
(International)

Please watch "One FAITH" - Two words, Three echoes - Interview of 3 Post-90s:
www.thinkseries.org/voice

Post-90s are __________.
A collection of words describing post-90s has been launched earlier. The response is exhilarating with
over 1,500 responses. Over 1,600 words and comments are collected through the ThinkSeries website
“ Voice of Post-90s '’ and our Facebook group “ Impression of the Post-90s ”. All these show
that post-90s are all in this vindication together to shake off the unfair labels people gave us, and to
prove that we have “say”.
Impression of the Post-90s
Our Facebook Group: www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=361538056038&ref=ts
Our Voice of Post-90s (With videos and write-ups): www.thinkseries.org/voice

For more information about the competitions, please visit: www.thinkseries.org
You may also contact:
ThinkSeries Leaders
Hilton Tai (S6)

Mary Lam (S6)

Tel: 9276 0934 (after 4pm)

Tel: 6686 8661 (after 4pm)

Email: leadership@wiseman.com.hk

Email: leadership@wiseman.com.hk

Wiseman Education
Winnie Fung
Tel: 3187 4995
Email: winnie.fung@wiseman.com.hk
###

